The Covert Hangover Cure
and A Must-Have for holidays

Faust’s Essential Travel Kit, £38
Leave space in your luggage for this BRAND NEW white buttery-soft leather case, containing a silk
eyemask, 3M earplugs, two sets of Awake and Asleep Potions and a Revitalising Face Spray.
If your heading away for the weekend or a long summer holiday then this travel kit is a must have to
help alleviate jetlag, fatigue and the symptoms of a ‘holiday’ hangover!
The hallmarks of a hangover include nausea, sensitivity to light, headaches, lethargy, diarrhoea
(ahem), and decreased motor skills. But, thanks to Faust’s Potions, you can ditch the classic cola +
carbs combo for some strategic supplementing.
Faust’s Potions are diminutive, apothecary-style vials containing an all-natural, bespoke blend
of vitamins and herbs, formulated to lift your spirits and stamp out the symptoms of alcohol-induced suffering.

Faust’s Asleep Potion
Think of this berry flavoured bedtime tonic as damage limitation. Although it can’t quell the telltale consequences of a hangover completely,
the souped-up formula helps you slip into a peaceful, restorative slumber, giving you a fighting chance come morning.
Electrolytes rehydrate and see off sore heads, 5HTP boosts serotonin levels to regulate digestion and ease anxiety, N-Acetyl Cysteine, an
amino acid and powerful antioxidant, tackles lingering toxins. Honey stimulates the elimination of alcohol from the bloodstream.

Faust’s Awake Potion
Take this before a night out, to preload on essential nutrients. Or when the worst of it is waiting for you the morning after, having this
orange-flavoured pick-me-up in your arsenal will fast-track your recovery. An all round energising tonic that is known for its ultra-nourishing,
immunity-boosting benefits - not quite a cure, but it might just coax you out of bed and onto your sun lounger before midday.
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N-Acetyl Cysteine, an antioxidant powerhouse, protects cells from the damaging effect of alcohol
Electrolytes replenish minerals leeched by toxins to shake off sluggishness
Green tea is rich in catechins which boost liver function
Guarana settles tummys, has painkiller properties and its a source of caffeine
Ginseng is known to increase energy and jog your memory
B vitamins help convert food to energy
Vitamin C has a well-earned reputation for kicking colds to the curb, but it also plays a part in making complexion-boosting collagen

Available at faustspotions.com and selected stockists
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